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Clinical Progran, Gives
Hands-On Experience
By Jon Weitzman

Like most students at William Mitchell
who haven't yet completed the required
courses, I had heard of the clinics and had
a vague idea of where the offices were
located, but I knew very little about what
they did and how they might impact/ on
my legal education.

The Case for A Two Year
Law School PrOgram
By Professor Russ.ell Pannier

It is commonly observed that most law.
students find the third year of law school
tedious and relatively unrewarding. This
was so for me as a third year law student
and I have seen no reason to change my
mind in seven years of teaching at
William Mitchell. There s,eem to be at
least three questions we might ask about
this fact: What is the explanation? Is it a
desirable situation? What, if anything,
should be done about it?

The Explanation
With respect to the first question, I.suggest that the most plausible exp'tanation
for thirc;l yeai: boredom is that most law
students assimilate, to a greater or lesser
degree, most of the concep~. principles
and skills which law schools have to offer
during the first two years. Thus, theJhird
-year is almost inevitably a _period of
repetition and stalemate.·In order to grasp
the full force of this expllanarinn it is
useful to consider the major. elements of
a legal education and the tiime it should
reasonably take to master tl~em.
What aFe the elements of a good legal
education? First, there is the core of
substantive material which every lawyer
should know. I include here tlie funda_mental eoncepts and principles of tbe law
as expressed in such basic subjects as
torts, contracts and. crimina:t Taw. Sec;_ond,
there are the skills of analysis and reasoning. In this category are such tasks as applying rules.to facts , extricating rules and
principles from judicial opinions, analyzing and applying statutory rules, arguing
by analogy and disanalo.gy and reasoning
in accoaj with. the basic principles of
d.&luctive and inductive logic. Third
there are what might be broadly conceived of as jurisprudential concerns.
Among these are the fundamental structure of our legal system, the history of
law, major theories of law and justice and
concerns of professional and personal
ethics. Fourth, there are the practice

skills, including such areas as legal
research and writing, litigating, counseling and mediating.
· How long should it reasonably take to
learn these elements? It seems to me that
all of them could be taught and assimilated within· two years. Some of tbem;
·such as learu.ing how to read a case .and
arguing by analogy, could be mastered in
one semester. Hence, the third year of
law school could not possibly be as interesting and challenging as the first two
years. All of the basic concepts and skills
have already been acquired (in varying
degrees). The third year could only be
mQre of the :same.
Iiifaimess, it should be noted that there
is one are;a which a third year can include
without re~ti~on, viz., the teaching of
additional substantive areas of the law
such as partnership taxation or security
intei:ests in-young hogs, and the like. But
1 do not think that the additional
lmewledge of the law a third year student
gets is likelyto outweigh the psychological effect of realizing that the basic
elements of the law have already been
taught and acquired. The third year student cannot help but see that she or he
· could be learu.ing such additional matters
jnst as adequately (ana probably .more
r.apidly and witb greater focus and attention) in practice. Those qfuse who have
ever suffered through two e>r. three cons&utive days of Continuing .Legal'Education ·need only imagine (and remember)
what two semesters of such experience is
like.
Desirability
Is it desirable for the third year of Jaw
school to be boring? I can dnnk of only
three reasons why some might think so.
First, some teachers might fear that a
shorter law school term would lead to
cuts in faculty size. Even if this was true
(which I doubt), the concern seems irrelevant to the questions of educational value
Continued on page 8

Setting out to remedy this situation, I
first talk~ to Associate Profess9r Eric
Janus. After giving me some background
on the program and suggesting that the
best way to learn about it was to talk to
a clinical instructor and a student, Professor Janus directed me to Ann Juergens
who, in tum, arranged an interview with
the student - Ben Pittenger.

Background on the Clinical Program
To most William Mitchell students,
learning to practice law is at least as important, if not more so, than is learu.ing
the theory behind the law. While the standard substantive courses we will take or
have taken here - Contracts, Torts~
-Criminal Law, etc. - will give us a
necessary
theoretical
background,
William, Mitchell's Clinical Program attacks the problem more directly by giving
·us actual hands-on experience in the practice of the law. The Program provides us
with_this experience through the actual
.representation of clients and the handling
of real cases under the supervision of
attorneys.
In the past ten years of the clinic's
history at William Mitchell, 16,000
clients have been reprei;ented by over
3,000 students, thus benefiting the community as a whole as well as the College
and the students.
The clinical program consists of
classwork and field work. The classes
provide a · structured learu.ing environment for practice and discussion while the
field work provides real situations in
which students learn lawyers' roles.
Clinics cover several areas of the law,
each offering different opportunities for
practice. In the Advocacy Clinics, for example, students represent civil and
criminal clients from the initial interview
to the court or jury trial. Students in the
Appellate Intern Clinic clerk for an appellate judge, t?ecoming involved in actual appeals. The Legislation Clinic involves students in the drafting and enactment of Minnesota legislation. William
Mitchell is the only law school in the
country offering the Legal Practicum, a
clinic in which students act as managing
partners of law firms, dealing with
hypothetical and real clients and cases.
Clinic students are automatically certified with the Minnesota Supreme Court
as Certified Student Attorneys (CSA's).
Without this certification, a student may
not appear in court. Since you cannot be
certified if you are not in good standing,
students on pr-obation may not take clinic
courses.

Ben Pittenger is a third-year full-time
student who will be graduating in June.
He is in the process of completing the
Civil Litigation Clinic course which he
chose because he wanted a taste of as
many different types of law as possible.
He has had experience in juvenile and
crisis counseling._ The Civil Litigation
Clinic, quoting from the William Mitchell catalog, provides a student with the
opportunity to ''undertake full responsibility for client representation in a
variety of civil settings, including
landlord-tenant, unemployment compensation, social secudty, consumer, family,
and welfare. Students develop a full
range of litigation skills, including interviewing,
counseling,
investigation,
discovery, negotiation, and written and
trial advocacy skills." Prerequisites or
concurrent requirements · include Civil
Practice, Professional Responsibility and
Trial Advocacy. Ben's supervising attorney has been Ann Juergens, a Clinical
Instructor/Supervising Attorney who has
been with the Clinical Program for approximately 2-1/2 years.
The Givil Litigation Clinic can be taken
for 2, 3, or 4 credits, depending on the
number of hours the student has available
or desires to work. The 4 credit course,
which Ben participated in, requires 190
hours of clinic work.

Ben Pittenger

Classes generally meet once.a week for
two hours. The initial class, which Ben
attended with four other students, was
essentially an introduction to the clinic
course. At that class, the students were
given the option of determining whether
they wanted to plunge right into cases or
to postpone that phase for a couple of
weeks. (Clinic course work is extremely
flexible within the important limits dictated by the needs of the clients.) Since
Ben was taking 4 credits, it was important
for him to get started on the case work
quickly.
Continued on page 9
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Cesar Chavez Brings
Farm _W orker Cause
To William Mitchell
Eight million pounds of pesticides ··are
sprayed on grapes each year, causing illness, death and miscarriage to the
workers. However, not only the workers
in the fields are in danger.
According to the film, children whose
mothers worked in the fields during their
pregnancies also are suffering.
A nine-year-old boy, with inoperable
cancer, cried for the life he will never
know and for the pain he now suffers. His
mother was pregnant while working in
treated fileds.
Another young girl was born with spina
bifida. She cried because she is unable to
work in the fields with her family. Her
mother also worked while pregnant in the
grape fields.
A five-year-old boy was born without
' any limbs. His mother, too, was in the
Cesar Chavez
fields while preganant. Coincidence? The
U.F.W. says no.
By Charli Winking
In addition to the workers and their
Those who gave up table grapes,
California wine and Iceberg lettuce for families, however, the U.F.W. believes
years in support of the United Farm that the surrounding communities are also
Workers' (U.F.W.) fight to gain collec- in danger. In one town in California in
tive bargaining rights, take note: The the grape country, eleven children in a
6-block area were diagnosed with cancer.
boycott on table grapes is back.
Six of the children are now dead. The
Cesar Chavez, president and founder U.F.W. fears that ground water had been
of the U.F.W. spoke at William Mitchell
contaminated by the pesticides.
in November after a showing of the film
"The Wrath of Grapes." Chavez was in
Even 'here in the Midwest consumers
the Twin Cities to publicize the new may be at risk. California has stopped
U .F. W. sponsored consumer boycott of testing for pesticide residues, and at least
table grapes.
one of the pesticides has been found on
Twenty years ago approximately 17 grapes.
million people supported the U.F.W. in
According to Chavez, European and
its first long boycott of grapes. The
Canadian
governments claim that five
boycott was successful when the growers
supported California's 1975 bill granting parts per million (p.p.m.) of Captan is a
collective bargaining rights to farm safe level of exposure. U .F. W. tests have
discovered from 8 to 30 p.p.m. in grapes
workers.
tested.
The E.P.A. currently claims that
Farm workers are excluded from
50
p.p.m.
is a safe level.
coverage under the National Labor Relations Act. Their rights to bargain are proThe U ,F. W. is demanding a complete
tected only under state laws. However, and total ban on the use of the five
according the Chavez, California has pesticides believed to be most dangerous.
stopped enforcing the existing laws pro- In addition; they want joint testing by
tecting U.F.W. members,
growers. and the U.F.W. for pesticide
The current fight is not just over the residues, .with the results made public.
rights of the workers to bargain. The Finally, they want the same rights
U.F.W. wants the government to ban the guaranteed to other workers enforceduse of five pesticides which poison an fair and free elections for their chosen
estimated 300,000 farm workers each representatives, and good faith bargaining by the growers.
year.
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Chavez said that this society produces
the greatest abundance of food in history.
The people who plant, cultivate and
harvest that food, however, don't have
enough to eat. They,-and their
children-are also dying.
Chavez recognizes that the workers do
not possess enough power to institute
legislative changes, since political change
requires 51 %: A boycott, on the other
hand,, can succeed with only a minority of
consumers' support. The boyc(?tt will

Defendent
Explains Hot
Coffee Defense
By Robert Miller

A few months ago, I was driving down
a street in St. Paul with a thermos full of
hot coffee on the passenger seat. The
thermos had been put there to protect it_
after a faulty lid popped off. The thermos
unexpectedly.tipped O¥er and the hot coffee spilled on my lap .causing me to
momentarily press the accelerator (a
reflex action) and exceed the 30 mph
speed limit. As seems to be my luck, a
police officer was there, clocked my
speed and stopped me to issue a citation.
In my business (I sell for West
Publishing), I'm on the road a great deal.
Like most "traveling salespeople" I've
gotten my share of traffic tickets. But
now I was a second year law student,
more than 25 % of the way to becoming a:
real lawyer. I'd had a year of Torts with
Professor Haugen and a semester of
Criminal Law with Professor Jones. I
know all about negligence and criminal
intent and all those things. Was I going to
"pay the two dollars"? Not on your life!
I was going to have my day in court. And
I thought (and still think) I had a good
case.
At trial, before a judge in a city court,
I argued that I should be found not guilty,
as a matter of law, since I had not intended to commit the act of speeding.
There is a difference, I said, between intent to commit a crime and intent to commit an act which constitutes a crime. Both
are required to establish guilt. The tri~
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probably succeed if only 9% of consumers stop buying table grapes.
The U.F.W. has sponsored 52
boycotts-all successful. Chavez calls
their ·"grapevine" -word of mouththeir greatest tool for teaching the public.
He asked consumers to join the U.F.W.
ag~. by refusing to buy table grapes until U.F.W. demands have been met.
Chavez calls consumers the U.F.W. 's
court of last appeal. The workers and
their families await the decision.
D
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screened
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1129 Plymouth Bldg.
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judge refused to ~ e the distinction (he
had obviously not graduated from
William Mitchell) and found me guilty.
Bloodied but unbowed, I did some
research, discovering some Minnesota
cases which indicated that while it was
not necessary that a wrongdoer should intend to commit the crime which his act
entails, it is essential that he should intent
to do the act which constitutes the crime.
Armed with the findings of my research
and surer than ever that my cause was
just, I took the next big step and brought
my case to the Minnesota Court_of Appeals. Since the state had failed to prove
that I intended to commit the act of
speeding and further, since it had failed to
demonstrate that I had been negligent; I
asked the Court of Appeals to vacate my
conviction.
The Court of Appeals, to my surprise,
did not agree. They said that in the case
I relied on (State v. Kremer, 262 Minn.
190, 114 N.W.2d 88 (1962), for those of
you who must have a citation) the driver
did nothing to -cause the care to fail to
stop at the stop light. The "situation was
beyond the control of the driver. '' In contrast, the Court said that I "decided to
bring a cup of hot coffee into the car, intending to drive the vehicle.'' (Emphasis
added to indicate a misstatement of fact:
the coffee was in a thermos, ·not a cup,
and I had not planned on drinking it in the
car, while driving or otherwise.) "It was
this act'', the Court continued, "that set
in motion the sequence of events leading
to a violation of the statute."
The C-ourt of Appeals went on to conclude that I had been in a position to prevent the events which caused the violation
and that I had assumed the responsibility
Continued on page 9
Page 3
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Editorial
This issue of The Opinion is being
mailed to 7000 metro-area members of
the Minnesota State Bar Association. We
regret that we will miss many of the
William Mitchell alumni we were able to
reach with the previous two issues.
It appears that the Board of Trustees,
which controls the mailing list of WMCL
alumni, is reluctant to let the student
newspaper of the college got out to the
former students of the college. Perhaps it
has something to do with over-using the
list. Or perhaps they fear that we will
damage the college's fund-raising
possibilities among the alumni by
publishing "dirty laundry" articles, like
the one about the sexual harassment scandal in the ~ ;tober issue.
Well shucks, even if we were just a
bunch of cynical muckrakers left over
from the late sixties, we have pretty much
shot our wad with that one. Of course,
that's a pretty short-sighted view of what
a vigorous, responsible student press
might be up to.
The place of the press in an open society is celebrated in the law. Is this place
simply the resultant of conflicting vectors? Is a free press no more than another
interest group enjoying temporary survival? Is a law school an exception to the
rules of an open society? Does the rationale of a free press not apply here?
Aside from the arguments of fundamental principles, let's look also to the
case on the facts. Where are the facts that
show how unregulated community debate
will deter alumni support of the college?
Where is the case against unfettered access of the student press to the alumni? It
seems to rest on the notion of "adverse
publicity". Is this notion a legitimate
ground for restraint?
The idea of adverse publicity seems

more appropriate to a universe of
"masses", limited information, and
image massage. It is not appropriate
either to an audience or to student
publishers trained to think analytically.
True enough, there is danger in limited
information. But we think WMCL alumni
are smart enough to understand the
limitations of a student publication as
well as sophisticated enough to appreciate
the value of the spirit and dedication it
takes for stu!Ients to produce one.
Besides The Opinion is open to correction where information is partial or
mistaken, and to the expression of different points of view. As our editorial
policy states, we welcome contributions
from all members of the College community, and that includes trustees.
If this paper can play some role in making the law school experience at William
Mitchell more interesting, more fun,
more well-rounded, and more participatory for present students, it would
seem they would be more likely to
remember the College with greater affection and interest once they join the ranks
of the alumni.
Moreover, if this paper can help
stimulate and reflect greater student concern and participation in the affairs of the
College community, this spirit will be
communicated , to the alumni, and
hopefully arouse greater interest on their
part.
There is no r~son why an independent
and robust student press cannot become
one of the College's, important assets in
cultivating the support of present and
future alumni.
For the present, we shall have to be
content with reaching alumni by mailing
to state bar association members. We
hope that in the near future the alumni list
will again be made available to us so ~t
we can res~e full contact.
Of course, we consider it an honor and
a privilege to address a wide~ audience

_ _ __

through the bar association. After all,
many valuable supporters of William
Mitchell never went to school here. Yet
we do not confine our purpose to service.
as a public relations tool for the College.
That's not the point at all.
What makes William Mitchell unique is
the diversity of . age and experience
among its students. When our students
bring their varied perspectives to bear in
a fresh encounter with the law and legal

~

education, a special vitality and originality is injected into the centuries-old process of development and self-scrutiny in
the law. The law student press provides a
way to carry mi this process within a
larger community.
We're glad to meet all of you. It's up
to you to complete the loop. Let us hear
from you!
Terry Hokenson

To the Editor

The Opinion looks great, reads were friends. And they were vicwell, and focuses on important tims. And that must not be
issues. The staff is -to be con- forgotten.
gratulated on winning national
Yes, the institution is important,
awards, and thank you to the but the institution is only that-an
Alumni Association for making it institution. As deans, as law faculavailable to Mitchell graduates.
ty, as judges and as lawyers, our
Recently, various Minnesota egos must not be so closely tied to
publications have focused on the the profession that we lose focus.
future of William Mitchell-postThere will be plenty of ''pufsexual harassment, pre law fers'' to let us know how great the
library. I too hope the best for law school, but The Opinion has
William Mitchell. But, without the responsibility to let its readers
people, the law school is just a know what's wrong as well as
building.
what's right with William Mitchell.
I hope you will continue to do
William Mitchell has survived a
crisis and is recognized for ac- that. That is why I have designated
complishments in- legal education. my Partners ·m Progress pledge
Laura Broomell, Ruthie Gallo and this year for use by The Opinion
Shirley Martin don't have that staff. Keep up the good work.
kind .~f name recognition. But durSincerely,
4J.g 'my three years at the law
school, those names had more Charles L. Friedman
significance to me. They repre- 1981-1982 Opinion editor
sented honesty and integrity. They

The Opinion
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Handli.n g Stress
Law School

•1n

Administrators' Attitudes
and Official Policies
By Kathy Burke Moore

Some law school deans have been
known to boast about the well worn path
between the law school and the university
counseling center. In other words, an ex..:
tremely stressful education is equivalent
to the best education. What is the attitude
of William Mitchell's administration?
Since there is no counseling center for
students to wear a path to, can they look
to the administration to alleviate or add to
the stress endemic to a legal education?
The law school dean, James Hogg,
~oes not believe that law school is more
stressful than any other field of graduat~
study. '' Stress starts and finishes with the
individual. People who lay out their own
program, those who can establish
priorities and accomplish them use stress
as an effective motivating force."
"It's the cou.11ter-productive stress

which can be self-defeating. The student
who procrastinates and has poor time
management experiences stress as a
damaging, interfering factor."
In Dean .Hogg's view, "The law
school's responsibility is to design and
offer a program to fulfill the educational
purpose.'' Dean Hogg gives the impression that since stress is an individual
problem the individual has the responsibility to handle it.
Learning to handle stress while in law
school will better prepare the student for
the future. Dean Hogg reminds us that,
''One does not shed stress on leaving law
school. The ability to manage stress and
use it productively helps one in the profession of law. Learn to live with stress,
work with it and _avoid the counterproductive stress. In other words,
minimize the impact and maximjze the

Charles Bailly & Company
Certified Public Accountants

is pleased to announce
the relocation of our Minneapolis
accounting practice to the
Piper Jaffray Tower
on November 21, 1986.
Please note our new address at:

constructive use of stress."
Dean Hogg advises students that,
"Foresight, planning, reasonable placement of _work along with careful consideration of commitments before accepting them, will help keep stress at a
manageable level."
Students who were interviewed would
listen to Dean Hogg's views and advice,
but most felt strongly that the law school
does liave a responsibility to help
alleviate students·- stress. When students
were asked where the college could help,
none asked that academic standards be
lowered so that professors grade more
ganerously. Instead specific rules and
_policies were criticized for being
obsmcles for seemingly no apparent
reason.
Take, for example, fue attendance
_poijcy. If a student has four or more
absenees from a class. the professor ma_y
ask her to withdraw or take an F in the
course. When James Brooks, Dean of
Students, was asked about this policy; he
said that this should never be a source of
stress. "The attendance policy allowed
discretion between the faculty and the
s tudent. If the student is keeping up in the
class and has valid reason$ for missing,
there should be no problem. Nothing is
done lockstep here."
But the attendance policy did prove
stressful for a third year student during
the first semester of her first year.
"Carol" was pregnant with an October
delivery date. She 1cnew she would be
missing class so she made arrangements

Although Dean Brooks lists some
reasons for the attendance policy, such as
ease for adjunctJaculty member-s , and as
an addffionaJ factor to impress future
empleyers, it still looms as extremely
paterruilistio. If a student ~
so many
classes that it will hurt him academically,
it will show up in his grade. If a student
makes arrangements with other students
or the professor to get the class materials,
then should it matter that he misses class?
How many other law schools have such a
policy'?
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through student services to have all her
class lectures taped. She also spoke with
her professors about missing class and
· about her arrangements. The baby was
delivered by C-section and Carol returned to class only one week after the
birth. -Shortly thereafter she was called
in to see Dean Brooks because professor turned her in for having missed
f?ur class_ sessions: De~pite the preparatlons ~d _explanatlo~s done bef~re hand
- to avotd JUSt such a confrorrtatton, she
had to take extra time out of her schedule,
now filled even.more with the care of a
newborn, to be questioned by the administration. True, she ne;it:her failed nor
withdrew from the course but she was
told she w as on academic pr0bation for
that particalar course.

MILLED

MORTGAGE

~~
- , ~. _ _
__
_ _Minneapolis,
_c_o_M_l'_A-NY____
~
IOOO
Currie_
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MN

lJ ··-
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Another student complained about lack he'd have to make them up during the exof specific emergency policies. "Tom's" am period. No one would tell him the
father-in-law died the first day of an ex- specific school policy. "Just go, and
amination period. He went immediately don't worry about it,'' they repeated. So,
to student services to find out what he he went taking materials from tlµ'ee
should do. He was asked how many ex- courses to study in between everything
ams he thought he'd miss. Tom wasn't .else. On his return, Tom learned that
technically he had until the ninth week of
the next quarter to complete the exams. If
someone had told him that when he was
pleading for information, it would have
made a very stressful week less stressful.
When Dean Brooks was questioned
about Tom's situation, he explained student services. It is staffed twelve hours a
day, from 8 A.M. to 8 P.M. with professionals. These professionals · have
generalized training so they can address
most problems that confront them. When
it · comes to making up exams, the
students are encouraged to do them dur-

irig the exams period if possible or at fear that the student who takes an exam
latest during the semester break. "Most early will advantage the rest of the class
students who take exams late do not do by giving out information. Dean Hogg
well on them, so if it can be avoided it commented that, "Even a good faith
should be," Dean Brooks noted. There disclosure could advantage the other
are emergency policies in place and most students; . for example, saying the exam
of the staff should be able to inform the was very difficult:"
students of them.
And Dean Brooks states, "Students
A few students have disagreed with the complain when others get different treat"No Early Exams" policy which is writ- ment. Equity · can lessen stress when
ten in stone. They feel that if there are everyone gets the same treatment.'' Both
valid reasons a student should be able to agree that taking the exam late can be diftake exams early. One student descril;>es ficult for the student, and that most
the situation when a student is pregnant students would- not purposely disclose,
and due the· first few days of the exam but this policy is a necessary one.
period. This student has no problem postThere are policies and services in place
poning and making up the exam, but that students pointed out as stress reducwould much prefer to take them early, ing. One often commented on is the day
not ,when she has a -newborn to care for. care center. Having the convenience of
the administration has very !itrong
Continued on page 9
reasoningbehind this policy . There is the

sure, he thought at least two. He had to
fly to the west coast, help make funeral
arrangements, get through the funeral
itself, decide living arrangements for two
orphaned teenagers, and perhaps close up
a house. He wanted specific answers so
that he wouldn't have to have the additional worries concerning finals. The student services staff told him to just go and
don't worry about the make-up exams until he returned. Tom wanted to know if

EVALUATION
EXPEQTI~E
Eugene Richards, President

"This company is older than I am

because we never reffed on tradition!'

IN DETERMINING THE VALUE OF
CLOSED CORPORATION SECURITIES
To H~lp So~ Probl~ms Of:
Eatate I: Gift Tax Litigation
~ y Settlements
Licenae "'-'6ents
Merpn & Acquwtiona

. Pre-Nuptill1Ap1,ements
Divorce Settlmnents
Conflicts of lnlerellt
Profit-Sharing Plan V llluatlons

ESOTS

-For Over 75 years W.A. Lang Co.
has s.ucceeded because it never
accepted the old ways. Our founder
believed there was always a more
innovative method of providing
companies with the protection
of insurance.
"In fact, today we sometimes
show clients that the best protection
isn't insurance at all. For, in
addition to being insurance brokers,
we are also risk managers - advising clients on how to reduce or
avoid a potential for loss.
"That's a far cry from the way

it was wben W.A. Lang began
simply ·el ling his insurance
,policies in St. Paul.
"Buying insurance policies wasn't
new at the time. But buying them
from an 'independent' like Mr.
Lang instead of from a 'company
man' was unusual. Still, Mr. Lang
signed up some of the most prominent business names in town.
"Today W.A. Lang Co. is the
largest independent insurance
broker in the state of Minnesota .
And some of our present clients some of the most prominent

business names - have been with
us for decades.
"Why? Because W.A. Lang Co.
sought out answers few people had
about managing risks. Now we have
a staff so expert that insurance
companies ask us questions.
"We invite you to ask us questions,
too. You might hear some answers
that nobody else has about how to
cost-effectively protect your company's valuable assets.
~J invite you to call me, Gene
Richards, or sales manager Dick
Poore today:·

Buy/Sell Agreements
Stock Optiom,
Gomg "'.J'nva.te."
Capitwliutian Restructuring
GoingtJu~Valuatlona
'l'HE JOHN H-AWTHORNE COMPANY
CORPORATE FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
91J TWl::Ln: OAKS Cl::NTl::R

WAYZATA. MN 55391

(612) 473-1-

l

500 FARM CREDIT SERVICES BLDG. • 375 JACKSON ST.
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA 55101
•
(612) 227-8851
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Hov, Does th~ Adiunct
Faculty Systen, Work?
By Jon Weitzman

You don't have to have,.been a student
at William Mitchell College of Law very
- long to have heard the term "adjunct professor". How many of us really know,
however, what adjuncts really are, where
they come from, how they are selected
and what differences there are between
the adjunct and full-time faculties? This
brief article may provide the answer to
some of these questions.
An adjunct professor is a part-time instructor, hired to supplement the full-time
faculty. The basic purpose of the adjunct
program is just that - supplementation.
No law school could possibly afford to
hire, and keep as permanent members of
the faculty, sufficient professors to teach
all of the courses a law school offers its
students in a three- or four-year program.
The adjuncts fill the gaps.
Adjunct professors at William Mitchell
are always local, practicing attorneys.
Except for Legal Writing, where the
large first year enrollment and small class
size necessitates a large number of instructors, adjuncts generally do not teach
required courses. They teach in their' own
area of speciality.
William Mitchell recruits for adjunct

Continued from page 1

and fairness to students.
Second, some might think that a year of
stultification is good for students. One
professors through advertising, word-of- might_believe that a period of rest promouth, or recommendation. Since it is motes nealth or that students ''might as
well-known in the Twin Cities legal com- well get used to living with boredom
munity that the school hires adjuncts, at- because that's what Life is really like." I
torneys interested in applying very often don't think that these rationales merit any
write in and send resumes. Applicants go comment.
Third, some might think that a shorter
through an i,nterview process prior to being hired. Associate Dean Matthew P. law school education would result in loss
Downs, whose office is in overall charge of status for lawyers. After all, if one can
of the adjunct program, says that the · learn how to be a lawyer in substantially
school only hires the top practitioners in less time than it takes to learn medicine or
atomic _physics, won't lawyers lose
their respective fields for the program.
Once the adjuncts are hired, the Ad- ground in the race for )tatus prizes? I
junct Development Committee, chaired concede that some loss of status for
by Professor Marcia Gelpe, develops and lawyers would probably result. I can
administers training programs in such think of only two suggestions for solving
areas · as teaching techniques, exam this problem. One might consider learning to live without as much status and
writing, grading, etc.
comfort oneself with the awareness that,
Adjunct professors are paid a percredit salaiy that is more akin to an after all, learning how to practice law is
honorarium than to adequate compensa- not as hard as learning how to operate on
a brain or developing a new theory of
tion for the amount of work they put in
space, time and gravitation. On the other
preparing for and teaching their courses.
hand, one might simply consider becomStudent evaluations are taken into ac- ing a physician.
count in determining whether to renew
Solution
adjunct contracts.
What should be done about this proThe school and its students are fortunate to be able to rely on this pool of blem? I suggest that law school be
talented professionals in the supplementa- shortened to two years. (Part-time
tion of its academic program.
D students would naturally have to spend a

788 Grand, St.- Paul 227-7328

t6MINID tCICINTIDAIL
RESTAURANT & NIGHT CWB
SERVING FOOD 11 AM-MIDNIGHT MON.-SAT. & SUN. 12-11

MONDAY NIGHTS
"LAUGH IT OFF"
WITH THE BEST TWIN CITY
COMEDIANS

GRAND CENTRAL
COMEDY
NIGHTI

DANCING NIGHTLY
D.J. llllY LARSON
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Two Year
Law School

Clinical Program
Continued from page 1

The Cases
Students in the Civil Litigation Clinic
generally deal with new cases from the
Legal Aid Society or other similar
groups. Cases are chosen by Ann
Juergens and the other instructors to be
educationally appropriate and to cover as
broad a range of the law as possible. Ann
also stated that cases are selected so that
students can cover the whole process
from initial interview (or subsequent in~
terview if the case is in process) to
litigation.
Soon after the first class, Ben was
presented with six cases from whic1i he

somewhat longer time.) In those two
years students could be taught the basic
concepts and principles of the law, the
core substantive and procedural subjects,
basic analytical and reasoning skills, and
practice skills such as writing, litigating
and counseling. A J.D. degree could be
conferred at then end of the successful
completion of the two year program. For
students wanting further substantive
education in areas such as taxation or
securities regulation, a third year could
be made available. Special degrees or
certifications could be awarded for successful, completion of such additional
substantive work.
Of course, the details of such a twoyear program would be difficult to work
out and would likely involve much controversy and discussion. But, it seems to
me that it would be desirable to begin
such a discussion. There must be better
alternatives to the present state of affairs.

0
From the Editor
Well, folks, what do you think? Is the
two year law school a feasible answer to
the genuine ,problems discussed by Professor Pannier? If you have an opinion
about this proposal (on either side) drop
a note addressed to 'Two Year Law
School' i~ The Opinion mailbox in the
Communications Center. If there's
enough of a response, we'll publish the
results next issue. If you have a concurring or dissenting opinion you woukl like
to see published put that in your note or
contact a member of The Opinion staff.

chose four to work on. He says that he
was looking for certain types of issues,
those dealing with an ''underdog'', such
as civil rights cases, etc. The four cases
Ben selected can be briefly described as
follows:
1. An unemployment appeal case where
the client was let go for poor work
performance but the employer, to
avoid paying unemployment, stated
that the reason was misconduct.
2. A landlord/tenant case which was on
appeal from conciliation court to
district court. In this case, the
landlord was asking for back rent
and to keep the security deposit. The
client claimed poor living conditions,
etc. In this case, Ben was involved in
a complete two-hour trial.
'
Continued on page 9

Clinical Program
Continued from page 8

3.

4.

A second landlord/tenant case involving a disabled tenant (the client)
in a building with no handicap access. The client was forced to move
out and the landlord would not let her
out of the lease. This case involved
the Building Code, contract questions and a discrimination issue.
A government benefits case concerning a woman who developed a knee
injury during basic training in the
Navy. The.government gave her a
disability discharge but withheld
payments for treatment.

Once the cases were chosen, Ben got
general idea of the issues and did some
general research to get an overview of the
state of the law for each issue. He then set
up appointments and interviewed each of
the clients. Ben strongly emphasized that
it is extremely important to remember
that these are real clients. The feeling of
responsibil1iy should hit the student even
before the interviews. If you don't have
this sense of responsibility, the client will
know it and the all-important level of
trust will never be reached.
Ann and Ben both told me that the
clients, who could not afford an attorney,
are using student "attorneys." In fact,
since they know the student is getting
something (experience and education) out
of representing them, the help they are
accepting seems less like charity. Ann
said that Ben was able to spend more time
in preparation and with the clients than a
legal aid attorney's case load would have
permitted.
Ben's biggest pro6lem with the Clinical
Program has to do with case completion.
He is almost finished with the course and
only one of the cases - the unemployment appeal - can be said to be resolved
(and that might change if the employer
appeals before the deadline). He
understands that it will soon be time for
him to move on, but he can't help feeling
frustrated over the fact that he will not be
in on the end of cases he has worked so
long on.
Skills and Abilities Learned
According to Ben Pittenger, there are
several things to be learned from a course
like the Civil Litigation Clinic. Besides
the experience of actually practicing law
with real clients, Ben told me that the
most important skills, abilities and

knowledge he picked up included:
1. A sense of responsibility - This can
be scary but very invigorating as
well. Both profe_ssional and personal
responsibility are very important in
the clinic programs.
2. Organization - Ability to organize
time and files is crucial. When you
come out of a series of interviews,
you have to know exactly what you
should do next.
3 Client communication - You have to
·
respect clients and make that known
to them. You have to learn to communicate so they can understand
without "talking down" to them.
4 Trust and faith in the client - No mat·
ter what the background of the
clients may be, you have to learn to
trust them and have faith in what you
learn from them. You have to learn
. to keep your own biases in check.
5. . Preparation - This is a difficult sJpll
to learn but the clinic experience
helps tremendously. Yet, no matter
how much you prepare, your first experience in a trial situation can feel
like "you ran into a brick wall".
6. How to use facts - When you know
the facts cold, the law comes a lot
easier. You. learn quickly that you
can get new facts out of almost any
source, whether it's research,
something the client tells you, or
something your opponent casually
says in a negotiation session.
7. Negotiation skills - Negotiation is an
important part of the clinic experience. You learn how to participate in a negotiation session, during which you can learn a lot about
. the opposing party.
8. Self-knowledge - You learn _a lot
more about yourself. Things you've
learned in required courses pop back
into your mind but you also learn
how much you still have to learn.
Ben found that litigation can be a
''power trip'' an ego booster and that
he was not entirely happy with the
way that made him feel.

Defendant
Continued from page 3

for the consequences of my actions. The
problem with the Court's opinion, I feel,
is that, on the one hand, they seemed to
be saying that,.since speeding violates an
absolute liability statute, negligence is irrelevant. Almost in the same breath,
however, the Court supported its argument with standards typical of negligence. For example, the Court says,
"Although ·he may not have . been
negligent in bringing the coffee into the
car, by assuming the responsibility for
operating the vehicle, the driver also
assumed the responsibility for the consequences of his actions affecting the opera-

Stress
Continued from page 7

the center in the same building so you can
visit and check up on his child makes law
school a little easier for the pareut.
Other students have welcomed the
elimination of the 6-hours of class restriction. Since only the individual knows
what his commitments and limitations
are, he should be able to plan his schedule
to suit his needs.
The administration does have some
responsibility to alleviate the stress at
William Mitchell. When current policies
are reevaluated and new policies are
drawn, the impact on the students should
be considered and weighed against the
policies' objectives. But that alone won't
do it. The students must also take responsibility and let
administration. know
what policies are causing them stress.

Don't just complain to friends and
classmates, students services is there to
serve you. Let them know your needs and
concerns.
D

the

In summary, the clinic experience is a
valuable one and one which probably
cannot be gotten as effectively in any
other way. To quote the William Mitchell
catalog, ''Because of the Clinical Program, you Jiave a law graduate who is
ready to walk into a law office and immediately begin to practice. This is
distinguished from an individual who
walks into a law office and begins to learn
how to practice. " .
D

Patronize
Our
Advertisers!

tion of the vehicle." The court appears to
be saying that I assumed the risk, a
negligence concept, while earlier it noted
that speeding statutes impose absolute
liability without regard to intent or
negligence. (Confused? Me, too).
The whole thing might have ended
there except for the fact that the Minneapolis and St. Paul papers picked up
the story and printed it in all editions.
Then the radio stations got hold if it
("Donuts" on KS95 spent about five
minutes on it) and I was a celebrity! I
even got a call from a reporter for a paper
in Los Angeles! Who knows where a law
education may lead.
Celebrity status or not, I still think I'm
right. Stay tuned and I'll let you know
what happens if I decide to take the case
to the Minnesota Supreme Court.
D

Ga.luff & !7/ssociafes_
COURT REPORTERS

-GENERAL REPORTINGMartha E. Cahill
Debbie Deutsch
Elizabeth Bryan
Linda C. Solka
1200 First Bank Place West
120 South Sixth Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
(612) 339-0045
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FOR YOU!

FOR YOUR CLIENTS!

Structured Settlements
Group Life & Health
Individual Life & Health
Disability Income
Money Management

Risk Auto
Group Life & Health
Individual Life & Health
IRA Investments
Financial Services

Ask tor Joe or Call our Staff
"AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY"

A-1 Risk Insurance Agency, Inc.
742 No. Snelling 'Ave.,
St Paul, MN 55104
(612) 647-1272

EMPLOYER BENEFITS. INC
FINANCIAL PLANNING
Individual planning based upon your objectives

631-3376
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEATH
DISABILITY
RETIREMENT /ACCUMULATION
INCOME TAX MANAGEMENT
ESTATE TAX MANAGEMENT
CASH/ANNUITIES/INSURANCC
ON STAFF:

• STOCK, BDND, MUNICIPAL BOND
MUTUAL FUNDS
• REAL ESTATE, OIL Ii GA$ LTD PARTNERSHIPS
• IRA, HR-10, PROFIT SHARING, PENSION
• UST WILL, TRUST, BUY SELL
AGREEMENT ANALYSIS

REGISTERED INVESTMENT ADVISOR
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER
CHARTERED LIFE UNDERWRITER
N.A.S.D. REGISTERED REPRESENTATIVES

2277 Weat Highway 36

#214

Ro•eville. MN. 55113
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SHINON'S

SUSHI BAR

If you know anyone experiencing problems with drugs/ alcohol , be it a
working adult. student, or anyone on a tight schedule. MUSTANG 's outpatient trea tment program has been desig ned for you The program 1s
built around day and evening group therapy sessions.
.plus one-to-one.
counseling sessions that are set up for your convenience.

& RESTAURANT

If you have had a recent D.W.I , time loss from work, family disagreements. or
any problems due to alcohol or drug abuse ------CALL USI!

Sushi a la carte
Sake • Plum wine • Kirin Beer
Ask about -our Sushi Club

Mustang's Outpatient Trea'lment Center is here to help you! We will fit a
program around your schedule whenever possible. Contact us and run free from
drugs and alcohol.
After completion of the treatment program, our staff will set up an individual
after- care plan that will include the continued support of the Mustang's
Treatment Center.

2 for 1 Sushi
3-6, M-Th

The Blair Arcade, Garden Level
165 Western Ave. North, St. Paul
222-4144
Open 11 a.m .-10 p.m.

MOTOR•HOTEL
AND RESTAURANT
2335 Third Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404
For Reservations and Information
Call (612) 871 • 2000
Free Shuttle to and from
Mpls.-St. Paul International Airport

Any questions regarding admission, insurance coverage. time payment plan.
please call (612) 521-9547. 904 West Broadway Minneapolis, MN 55411

@ """'""'"'"" '""'· '"
We care for young people
who have disabilities,
and ~re something special,
because our kids are special.
200 East University Arenue
St. Paul. Minnesota 55101
(612) 291-2848
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Since 1967 For Insurance Call
Edmund J. Menden
or
Michael P. Menden
Confidential Financial and
Estate Planning
Personal - Business - Life
Health Insurance
Investments for Individuals
and Groups

6800 France Ave. S. Edina
920-6040

What Some Lawyers Don't Know
Attorneys' Title Guaranty Fund, Inc. puts you in a position to provide your clients with
complete title assurance in their real estate transactions - your legal work plus title insurance provided by you.
Attorneys' Title Guaranty Fund, Inc. operates·exclusively through its agents, all of whom
are attorneys. Our function is to provide the attorney with a broader capability to represent his or her clients. Presently, over 300 Minnesota attorneys are Fund members.
To have this capability, you have to be a member of the Minnesota Bar, be approved
for Fund membership and have a license (which The Fund obtains for you) from the Minnesota Insurance Division.
For all the details, call 938-3544 (metro), 1-800-292-4104 (outstate Watts line) or write
to: 201 First Western Bank Building, 8800 Highway 7, Minneapolis, MN 55426.

Attorneys' Title Guaranty Fund , Inc.

The LuM:rer'1 Or.e.uni::urior, for /11suri11.f! Titl~ 10 Reul £j/Ulf' ~
The Fund Issues Amencan Title Insurance Company Policies.
American Title Insurance is one of the Conlinental Insurance Companies.

Advocating Change Together
Anoka People's Alliance for Change
At the Foot of the Mountain
Cedar Riverside People's Center
Chicanos-Latinos Employment Opportunities
Child Care Resource Center
The Family Tree
_
Greater Minneapolis Day Care Association
Inner Urban Catholic Coalition
KFAI-Fresh Air Radio
Lexington-Hamline Community Council
Minnesota Clergy and Laity Concerned Foundation
Minnesota Tenants Union
Minnesota Women's Consortium
Minnesota Working Women

National Federation of the Blind
New Beginning Center
Pig's Eye Coalition
Red School House
Roosevelt Resident Council
St. Paul Tenants Union
Self Reliance Center
Southside Family School
Summit-University Free Press
Twin Cities Gray Panthers
United Handicapped Federation
UCVideo
West Bank Community Development Corporation
West Side Community Health Center
West Seventh/Fort Road Federation

In 1986, 4,722 people are giving over $300,000 to the 30
community organizations in Cooperating Fund Drive or to
any Minnesota non-profit organization they choose.
Thanks from the 30 member organization of the

~ooperatlng ·Fund Drive.
The umbrella organization helping people help themselves.

215 Liberty Bank Bldg., 1573 Selby Ave., St. Paul, MN 55104

you don't have the CFD checkoff at
work and want this option, call us at 647-0440
If
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Volume 13 subscriptions available now:
• .four quarterly issues
• Issue #1 publication date; mid-November
• $20 for all four issues*

Single issues and back issues also available.

Past issues have included in-depth articles
on the following:
\

• Medical Malpractice Symposium
• Judicial Response to Unfair Claims
Practices Laws
• A Trial Lawyer's Guide to RICO
• Rule 11 Attorney Sanctions

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE:
$20.00 per voJume (4 issues)
* $16.00 Student Subscription Price

For subscription information
write to or call:
William Mitchell Law Review,
875 Summit Avenue,
St. Paul, MN 55117
612/227-9171 e~t. 118
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Fred McNelll (left) and Robl!rt Hopper (right) won the WMCL Trial Advocacy Competition in November. They will
ri!present the school in rt:gimial competition.
'

